THE DIRECT METHOD	3»
mind seeks a vernacular equivalent word to rest upon.
Thus in its new disguise he will discern with satisfaction
an old friend. And no amount of disapproval on the
part of the teacher or pretence at avoidance on that of
the pupil will prevent the pupi] obeying this law of his
nature ; in obeying which, be it also noted, he is rein-
forcing his memory for the foreign words, by associating
them with vernacular words which he is using frequently
in his ordinary discourse. The position may be sum-
marized by saying that the direct method in all its rigour
mistakes the end for the means, the goal for the path
that leads to it. The direct association of every English
word or expression with its full significance—its meaning,,
shades of meaning, and emotional atmosphere—is cer*
tainly the eventual objective of language study ; and the
student's success in making those associations is a test
of his mastery of the language. But, as we have just
seen, the end is not to be attained by expecting the pupil
to make that association at the outset. The direct
method is a short cut to nowhere. The full significance
of a word in any language can only come to the student
slowly, as with experience and observation of its use in-
varying contexts, »and in various styles of speech or
writing, the possibilities and limitations of the word
gradually make themselves felt. There is no way of
shortening this process. It is the only ' naturalJ method
of acquiring a language, and must be pursued in learning-
a foreign language, as it is pursued by every child in
learning his mother tongue.
Reasons for avoiding the Vernacular
For the reasons given the reader will understand that
the claim of this method of interpreting meanings to be
both a direct and a natural method is not justified. It
is neither direct nor, in an ordinary sense, is it natural,
For all that, we must not rush to the conclusion that
there is nothing to be said in favour of its employment
on occasion, indeed on very many occasions. The point
to bear in mind here is that the pupil is concerned in
learning English, and that any unnecessary introduction of
the vernacular into the English lesson is so much taken
from the hearing or speaking of English and diverted to \tke

